Y4-Spring 1
Subject

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Writing
Process

Genre unpick, vocab,talk,
reading, grammar plan

Grammar,

Genre unpick, vocab,talk,
reading, grammar

Grammar, plan
Write, editing/improving

Genre unpick, vocab,talk,
reading, grammar

Grammar, plan
Write, editing/improving

discuss rich and effective words
and phrases that we can use in
our own poem
use effective language features to
describe Beowulf and Grendel
plan our poem by selecting and
developing effective and rich
vocabulary
write my poem by selecting and
developing effective and rich
vocabulary from our plans

identify the text and grammatical
features of non-chronological
reports.
Unpick the textual and
grammatical features of a nonchronological report.
plan a non-chronological report
about the Anglo-Saxons by
writing effective subheadings and
organising notes to match them..

Plan fronted adverbials to be
used in the non-chronological
report
Plan subordinate clauses to be
used in report
Write a Non-chronological report
Edit and improve writing

Identify the text type
identify the genre features
understand verb inflections
plan letter

Plan fronted adverbials to use in
letter
Plan subordinate clauses to use
in letter
Write a letter from a Roman
soldier.
Edit and improve

Outcomes

letter

Texts/Types
Maths
(White Rose)

Maths
WALTS

Guided Reading

Multiplication and multiplying 3
numbers
Recall and use x and ÷ facts for
the 11 times table
Recall and use x and ÷ facts for
the 12 times table
Multiply three numbers together.
solve problems using the
language of position

Own planning- rotate weekly.
Art and Design
Complete mosaics.

Cornerstones

Traiders and
Raiders

Important Dates/
Enrichment

Features of the free verse poem
create effective similes and
metaphors using rich vocabulary
use effective vocabulary to
explore expanded noun phrases
use effective vocabulary to
explore personification.

Beowulf - Free verse poetry
Multiplication and division

Recognise factor pairs.
Multiply two-digit and three-digit
numbers by a one-digit number
using formal written layout.
divide two-digit and three-digit
numbers by a one-digit number
using formal written layout.
solve combination problems
involving multiplying and adding.
Own planning- rotate weekly

Roman numerals
Measurement: Area and
perimeter
read Roman numerals to 100 (I to
C) and understand why the
numeral system changed.
calculate the perimeter of a 2-D
shape
find the area of a square or
rectangle by counting squares or
multiplying

Fractions: equivalent fractions

Recognise and show families of
equivalent fractions
reason and problem solve using
fractions

Own planning- rotate weekly

Own planning- rotate weekly

History
understand who the AngloSaxons and Vikings were through
asking and answering more
complex questions.

History
Research the everyday lives of
anglo saxons

D&T
Research saxon houses and
create a design for their model.

History
Using evidence to generate
questions and a hypothesis as to
the importance of St. Bede

Geography
Locate Anglo- Saxon hill forts
Draw sketch maps

Non Chronological Report
Fractions

Count on and back using
fractions.
adding and subtracting fractions
adding and subtracting fractions
beyond 1

29.01.2020
Viking Workshop
Yellow Brick Road
●
Viking dates
●
Viking Gods
●
longboats

Subtract fractions from whole
amounts
Calculate fractions of a quantity.
Solve simple measure and money
problems involving fractions and
decimals to two decimal places

Own planning- rotate weekly

Own planning- rotate weekly

D&T
Create a model of an anglo saxon
house.

History
Learn about the Viking and
Anglo-Saxon struggle for the
Kingdom of England.
Explore the impact of a significant
historical figure, Alfred the Great,
on life in Britain.
Geography
Use maps of Europe to identify
countries that the Viking raiders
came from. Draw a sketch map of
Europe to show their findings.
Discover the importance of the
city of York.

Evaluate the design.

D&T
Create a model of an anglo saxon
house

Fractions

History
Learn about the Viking and
Anglo-Saxon struggle for the
Kingdom of England to the time
of Edward the Confessor.
Research the everyday lives and
their beliefs about the Gods and
afterlife. (To be used for their
non-chronological report in
English).

